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The IZI® ridge tile is the latest roofing accessory 
characterized by its impeccable modern design and 
dedicated to the perfectly flat IZI® modular metal roof tile. 
The element that crowns the roof covering at the ridge tile 
is intended to seal and, at the same time, aesthetically finish 
the roof ridge.

The ridge tile is available in a dedicated HC and UTK 
coatings with guaranteed repeatability of colour and 
structure which allows for the highest aesthetics of the 
roofing.

Printing technology does not allow for faithful colour rendition, 

so the colours shown are approximate and may differ from actual 

colours.

RIDGE TILE FOR THE IZI®
MODULAR ROOFING TILES

Ridge tiles dedicated to other roof coverings from

our offer is also available.!

!
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The starting element of the ventilation system is the
roof vents installed on the roof surface. However, in order 
to maximize the benefits of the roof vent, it is necessary to 
use a product that is specifically designed for this type of 
covering. This will ensure full functionality of the product. 
That is why we offer dedicated roof vents for roof covers 
made with IZI® modular metal roof tiles. They are made of 
plastic and do not corrode, and the set of accessories
enables a tight and safe installation on the roof
surface. The design of the roof vent ensures efficient
draft. Accessories are also available, such as
antenna penetrations and air outlets.

We also offer roof vents in a version with a specially
shaped gutter that drains the condensate to the roof
cover, thus protecting the building against possible
damage resulting from excessive amounts of
moisture in ventilation ducts.

We offer a variety of colors, so the 
customers can choose a color consistent 
with the color of the roofing.

Printing technology does not have the capability of reproducing 

coating colours precisely. The colours shown here are intended 

for the orientation purposes only and may vary from those of

the coatings themselves.

Moreover, roof vents intended for other roof covers from our offer 

are also available.!

!

ROOF VENTS FOR THE IZI®
MODULAR ROOFING TILES
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A roof walkway system consists of roof equipment whose 
installation enables safe access to chimneys, air exhausts and 
antennas. Access is possible at any time of the year, even 
when the roof is covered with snow. After installation of
the roof walkway system, there is also no risk of mechanical 
damage (indentation) of the roof cover, which is particularly
important in the case of IZI® modular tiles.

For our IZI® modular tile systems, we offer a dedicated roof 
walkway system that includes benches, steps and snow
barriers.

These system components have been specially optimized 
for use on roofs made with IZI® modular metal roofing
tiles. They are made of high-quality, galvanized and powder-
coated steel. They guarantee many years of use without the
need to paint them or fix their defects caused by corrosion.
Thanks to their design, they withstand very strong wind 
loads and the effects of snow and ice are counteracted by a 
specially designed anti-slip ribbed surface.

The color palette of our roof walkway
system is consistent with the colors of the
IZI® modular metal roof tiles, which 
allows us to maintain the highest aesthetic 
value of the roofing.

ROOF WALKWAY SYSTEM FOR 
IZI® MODULAR ROOFING TILES

Printing technology does not have the 

capability  of reproducing coating

colours precisely. The colours shown here 

are intended for the orientation purposes 

only and may vary from those of the coatings 

themselves.
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